
Vacuum Button
Ø Push to Turn ON

Steam Pressure Control

Removable Lid
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Water Fill Tank

Lid Clamps

ON / OFF

Steam Button
Ø Push to start making steam

Components

Vacuum Collection Tank
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Add tap water to extraction bottle

Steam Pressure Control

Increase Decrease

Most cleaning jobs can be  performed on 
low or medium steam setting.

Vacuum ON/OFF
ØPush button to turn ON vacuum
ØLight must be solid before 

starting  (no blinking light)
ØVacuum pressure can be adjusted 

on the hose handle
ØWet/dry vacuum can be used 

independently or with the steam
and extraction  

ØUtilize the vacuum to reduce 
surface moisture while cleaning 

ØVacuum will only operate on 
Low & Medium when using 
steam

ØMax Speed can only be used 
when using the vacuum 
independently without steam or 
extraction

Steam Button
Ø Push button to start building 

steam pressure.
Ø Blinking light = boiler is 

heating and building pressure.
Ø Light will turn solid when 

ready.
Ø Steam light will start blinking 

during use. This means boiler 
is heating.

Ø RED light = low water

Vacuum & Steam Control
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1) REMOVE TANK LID

Ø Lift both silver handles to remove lid

2) ADD WATER
1) Steam Reservoir Tank

Ø Lift lid and add water (tap water)

2) Vacuum Collection Tank: 
ØAdd water to fill mark 
Ø Reassemble into SeaHawk and lid

3) Extraction Bottle
ØAdd water and insert

3) ATTACH HOSE
Ø Insert the vacuum hose with the release button on top

4) PLUG INTO ELECTRICAL OUTLET
ØThe SeaHawk should be the only appliance plugged into the power 

outlet
Ø Use only a 12 gauge / 15AMP rated or higher extension cord 
Ø It will take 5 minutes for the SeaHawk to heat and be ready to use

5) ON/OFF – Push BOTH the Steam & Vacuum Button
Ø Once the boiler reaches working pressure, the Orange light will go solid and 

the SeaHawk is ready to use

ON/OFF

Vacuum Steam

Quick Start
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6) BLEED THE HOSE
Pull the trigger on the hose handle for 10 seconds to BLEED excess water from the hose.  
Hold over sink to catch excess water.
Ø When only steam is released from the hose, your SeaHawk is ready to use

8) VACUUM
Push the vacuum button on the SeaHawk to turn ON the vacuum.
Ø One solid light = LOW vacuum 
Ø Two lights = Medium vacuum
Ø If lights are blinking, push the vacuum button again on the SeaHawk
Ø Press the vacuum button       on the hose handle to activate
Ø Increase or decrease suction, push and HOLD the vacuum power 

button on the handle
ØTo turn the vacuum OFF, push the power button on the handle

The vacuum can only be used on low or medium setting while 
using the steam or extraction function.  

9) EXTRACTION
When activated, the extraction feature sprays hot water along with steam 
for deep cleaning.  
ØFill extraction bottle with water and insert on back of the SeaHawk.
ØActivate: Push and hold the     button on the hose handle
ØThe light on the handle turns ON during extraction mode

10) REFILLING
ØWhen your SeaHawk runs low on water, the Red low water light on the SeaHawk 

comes on and the steamer will start beeping
Ø Push the steam button on the SeaHawk to reset the alarm

7) STEAM CONTROL DIAL controls the amount of steam released. 
Ø Increase steam pressure by turning the dial toward the (+) sign
ØDecrease steam pressure by turning the dial toward the (-) sign 
ØTurning the dial all the way to (-)  is the lowest possible setting 

and no steam will be released from the hose

Quick Start


